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LIFE IN THE 21ST CENTURY
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TECHNOLOGY: FRIEND OR FOE

“What people have not 
grasped is that the 
I  ill h  Internet will change 
everything.”

John Chambers
CEO of CISCO



TECHNOLOGY USE IN OUR EVERYDAY LIVES
INFORMATION OVERLOAD

Before: Newspapers/1 TV channel/ radio

Now: Internet (Google)/DSTV/Kindle

COMMUNICATION

Before: Landline/fax/

Now: Cellphones/sms/email/facebook/twitter/skype.....

ENTERTAINMENT

Before: Movies/picnic/braai...

Now: Playstation/X-box/Wii/iPod

TRAVELTRAVEL

Before: Air travel a luxury

Now: Internet bookings/WiFi at airports/low cost airlines/commoditised industry



TECHNOLOGY USE IN OUR EVERYDAY LIVES
SERVICES

Before: Use of brokers/travel agents/yellow pages/walking into a bank

Now: Call centres/electronic payments/ebay/amazon

WHAT WE CARRY WITH US EVERYDAY

Laptop/netbookLaptop/netbook

3G

Blackberry/iPhone

iPod

Kindle

iPadiPad

Loyalty and membership cards

Credit card

Remote controls/security tags



USE TECHNOLOGY INTELLIGENTLY

Technology is the technical means people use to improve their surroundings. It is also a 

knowledge of using tools and machines to do tasks efficiently. 

The concept of work-life balance has p

gained new meaning in a highly 

competitive netcentric, global economy, 

in which each worker is accessible any 

time, any place, and employees can 

access their colleagues, documents, and 

data from just about anywhere.



USE TECHNOLOGY INTELLIGENTLY



HOW BEST TO MANAGE YOUR 

TIME

“Don't say you don't have enough 
time. You have exactly the same 
number of hours per day that were 
given to Helen Keller, Pasteur, 
Michelangelo, Mother Teresa, 
Leonardo da Vinci, Thomas 
Jefferson, and Albert Einstein.”

H. Jackson Brown
American author



MY TIME MANAGEMENT TIPS
Time management is the art of arranging, organizing, scheduling, and budgeting one’s time for the 

purpose of generating more effective work and productivity.

1. GET ORGANIZED BOTH AT WORK AND AT HOME

Make sure that your desk at home and at work is clean, neat and organized.

Get used to a filing system: electronic and hard copy when necessary  Don’t leave paper and Get used to a filing system: electronic and hard copy when necessary. Don t leave paper and 

emails lying around.

2. ROUTINE AND STRUCTURES ARE NOT BAD

Getting to work and leaving work the same time most days

Breakfast/lunch/coffee breaks

Exercise timeExercise time

Family time

Alone time

Think time



MY TIME MANAGEMENT TIPS

3. WORK SMARTER NOT HARDER

Don’t run around doing useless stuff - outsource or delegate.

Prioritise your tasks.

4. TIME OF THE DAY MATTERS

I  tti   l  i  iti l!I say getting up early is critical!

By identifying daily routines and your own body ‘rhythms’ you can try to plan the most energy 

consuming activities during your most productive times of the day and use your less 

productive times for activities that do not require the same amount of concentration or effort. 

5. COMPILE A LIST AND REVIEW DAILY

hi d dA: Things you must do or want to do tomorrow

B: Things you should do or would like to do by the end of the day, if you have the time

C: Things that you would like to do by the end of the day, but it won’t matter if you don’t



MY TIME MANAGEMENT TIPS

6. TECHNOLOGY INHIBITS TIME MANAGEMENT WHEN USED WITHOUT DISCRETION

Organise your mailbox through the use of folders – client accounts, urgent etc.

Not everything requires an immediate response. 

Resist the temptation to look for new messages every few minutes. 

De-emphasise or shut down superfluous web sites and links. Too many avenues for 

communication make us harder to reach, not easier

Tell friends and acquaintances when it’s a good time to reach you. Let associates know q g y

that just because your cell phone is with you doesn’t make it a good time to talk.

7. COMPLETE WHAT YOU START

Don’t leave projects incomplete

The satisfaction of completion breeds success – positive cycle



MY TIME MANAGEMENT TIPS

8. SENSE OF URGENCY

Work to deadlines

9. FOCUS ON DELIVERY

Breeds accountability and respect

G d f   t tiGood for your reputation

10. AVOID TIME CHEATERS

Interruptions by colleagues/family/friends

Spending too much time looking for files before getting started

Running out of time

Getting sidetracked 



THE PURSUIT OF FULFILLMENT



HAVE A PURPOSE IN WHAT YOU DO

Use time management to help reach your long term goals

Enjoy what you to it makes everything easierEnjoy what you to – it makes everything easier

Convert the drudgery into usefulness and energy

Just do it! (Richard Branson)

Success breeds rewards – positive cycle

Think positively

“Nothing great in the 
world has been 
accomplished without accomplished without 
passion.”

Christian Friedrich Hebbel
German poet



THE 10 000 HOUR RULE

Author, Malcolm Gladwell, in his book Outliers discusses a phenomenon that he 

calls “The 10,000 Hour Rule.” Gladwell quotes neurologist Daniel Levitin, who 

says that scientific studies show that 10,000 hours are required to achieve the 

level of mastery associated with being a world-class expert — in anything. 

Examples: Bill Gates  The Beatles  MozartExamples: Bill Gates, The Beatles, Mozart........

We are what we 
repeatedly do. 
E ll  th  i  t Excellence, then, is not 
an act, but a habit.

Aristotle
Greek philosopher
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